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■ By Le Yi

Nowadays, the book retail industry has undergone 
tremendous changes under the impetus of new 
technologies such as big data and artificial 

intelligence(AI). The physical bookstore is integrated 
with intelligence, and more and more attention is paid 
to bookstores' reconstruction by technologies. Physical 
bookstores now focus on data collection and operation 
and start various forms of innovative exploration from 
"self-checkout + robot shopping guide", intelligent 
terminal equipment integrating guide and self-service to 
intelligent high-end book city consisting of intelligent 
buildings, smart book industry, and smart bookstores 
(unmanned bookstores), smart book bar, smart life, 
smart education and smart office. The physical bookstore 
continues to provide readers with an increasingly high-
quality consumer experience through new technology 
and innovation.

As a representative of the high-end smart book 
city, Shenzhen Longgang Bookstore has received 
more than 1.2 million readers since its opening in 
July last year. The book city has big data, mobile 
payment, face recognition, unmanned bookstores and 
other projects. In the past year, the self-service sales 
in revenue through mobile equipment have increased 
by 486%; from July 1st to 15th, 2019, self-service 
sales in revenue have increased by 200%. At present, 
intelligent system has been integrated into the front-
end sales system, back-end management system, and 
operation system of Longgang Bookstore.

Similar to Longgang Book City, in 2018, the 
online platform Tmall Books has transformed 
Shanghai Zhida Bookstore and Hangzhou Boku 
Bookstore Tianmubranch, and reconstructed both 

physical bookstores with mobile internet technology 
to real ize onl ine and off l ine integrat ion and 
interconnection. After the transformation, Shanghai 
Zhida Bookstore connects the online and the offline 
through electronic payment. Consumers get the real 
shopping experience in the store, and the bookstore 
obtains offline traffic and customer information 
when paying, helping the bookstore perfect the 
CRM (consumer relationship management) system, 
establish an electronic membership system to promote 
personalized promotional items, and directly send 
accurate marketing information to target groups to help 
bookstores integrate loyalty points, prepaid cards and 
other functions. 

Similarly,  Boku Book City Tianmu branch 
introduced AI technology after the transformation, 
such as smart bookshelf, face recognition and smart 
payment. Readers can scan the code to get into 
the store, select books by themselves, use smart 
face recognition for face payment, and complete 
the shopping process all by themselves. The smart 
bookshelf in the bookstore can also recommend 
relevant books that may be interesting to readers, 
while the bookstore provides better interaction and 
experience for readers by collecting, analysing, and 
applying customer data to improve operational, 
management, and service methods. The book city 
transformation was originally designed to save labour 
costs, but in the long run, bookstores can achieve the 
aim of understanding the readers and using consumer 
data to promote books more accurately.

The physical bookstores in Sichuan and Shandong 
have made innovations in the introduction of smart 
terminal devices. The Xinhua Wenxuan Smart Book 
City project in Sichuan province was launched in 

2016 and is now operating in many large department 
stores in Sichuan Province. In addition to laying more 
than 200 smart terminals with touch screen in 128 
central stores and campus stores in the province, 
Shandong Xinhua Distribution Group has also built 
an online mall based on WeChat public account to 
realize the real-time updates of online and offline 
goods, inventory and marketing campaign and online 
purchases. In terms of logistics and distribution, 
users can choose to have their order delivered or go 
to the store to pick up their own books, and they can 
complete the purchase of books in any place within 
the province without leaving their homes. In addition, 
consumers can use mobile phones to scan book 
barcodes in physical stores to form orders directly, 
while enjoying offline event offers and using WeChat 
to complete transactions.

Faced wi th  the  problem that  the  phys ica l 
bookstore is not cost-effective after the introduction 
of new technology and the new system is sometimes 
incompatible with the original system, the major 
physical bookstores have also actively explored 
solutions. For example, Longgang Book City is 
committed to deepening the use of smart projects, 
strengthening the overall marketing of the book city, 
and increasing publicity and promotion. The "Xinhua 
Life + 24-hour Unmanned Smart Bookstore" operated 
by the Beijing Publishing Group, which opened in 
January last year, integrates self-checkout systems, 
intelligent product identification, remote customer 
assistance, motion recognition/anti-theft systems, face 
recognition and other innovative technologies. With the 
help of these new technologies, the bookstore achieves 
an effortless 24-hour operation.

(translated by Xiao Jianpeng)

■ By Le Yi

At the Social Media&Bookstore Marketing 
Conference hosted by China Publishing and 
Media Journal at the end of August, Liu 

Ting, director of the JD Book Culture and Education 
Business Department, gave a wonderful presentation 
on the "Marketing Method Targeted at Generation 
Z". She said, Generation Z refers to the generation 
born between 1996 and 2010. There are 7.8 billion 
generation Zs in the world. This group of people is 
becoming the main force of future book readers. Their 
influence on society is gradually increasing.

The Generation Z has some common features, they 
have a free and easy personality, sometimes cannot 
keep their promises; They always overthrow what they 
claim to be; They like to envy other people, having 
high self-esteem; They like to watch videos with bullet 
comments.

The consumption concept of Generation Z is also 
different from others. First, they like to buy things 
that their peers like and attract others within the same 
circle. They love interaction, sharing and teasing. 
Second, they are willing to keep trying to find a 
style that suits me. Third, their purchase decision = 
exploration + thinking + comparison. The purchase 
is no longer linear. They are easy to go crazy about 
something, but they are not so easy to be impressed.

Facing with the new features of Generation Z, 
how does the publishing house conduct marketing 
behaviours? Liu Ting thinks that, first,with the rise 

of fan economy and user brand awareness, it is 
necessary to attract fans and better get along with fans. 
Second,users and products are increasingly tagged, 
therefore it is important to find the right consumer 
with the products and find the right circle to promote 
precisely. Thirdly, generation Z needs more interactive 
marketing and vertical marketing that combine their 
hobbies and more marketing that is inserted in social 
occasions, such as inviting the authors to dine with 
the readers, gathering a group of travellers online and 
group events after high school exams.

At a time when consumer groups are increasingly 
segmented, it has become a major focus for JD to divide 
consumers into different circles and then start to market 
precisely according to the needs of the circles. Based on 
the user's online browsing and consumption information, 
JD grouped its users to form different circles such as 
people who bought or browsed a competing product, 
people browsed or searched for similar SKUs(Stock 
Keeping Units) and keywords, people sensitive to price, 
people with money to spend and people with targeted 
SKU. At the same time, JD's DMP (Digital Management 
Platform) label can help shops target the right group of 
fans. For example, JD has set up the "Follow This Store" 
tab on the DMP platform. After clicking the label, the 
seller on JD can circle all the fan users of the store and 
combine with other labels to achieve more precise and 
targeted marketing outcome.

She pointed that, different marketing strategies are 
required for different product features. If you have 
a brand without a huge number of fans, you need to 

clarify your brand positioning and product features, 
invite users to participate, experience, and then share 
and gain the trust of more people. If, on the contrary, 
your brand already has lots of fans, for example the 
best-selling authors gather a large fan base, then you 
need to encourage the users to share their experiences, 
expand consumer base with similar tastes, establish 
brand reputaton, and finally develop new products. 
Liu Ting said that because fans mean free and stable 
traffic, fans also bring a stable source of GMV (Gross 
Merchandise Volume) to the website, so JD has a 
department that operates specifically for fans to 
improve the reach of the products.

As an e-commerce company, JD boosts sales in 
several ways. First, Jingdong provides resources 
and preferential treatment to SKA merchants (means 
middle and upper-level quality merchants), such 
as providing exclusive operation counselling, book 
resources, priority registration to large-scale book 
related activities. Second, getting new fans in 
various ways, including gifts upon following, gifts 
upon sign-in, shop lottery, fan price and fission 
games. Third, consolidate the fan base by releasing 
book content and new book information, sharing 
photos taken by consumers, planning activities 
and designing membership system and rating 
mechanism, etc.

Because Generation Z likes the marketing method 
that is direct and interactive, entertainment marketing 
has become a favourite way for many platforms 
including Bilibili, Douyin, Kuaishou, Mango TV, 
Player Unknown’s Battleground, Arena of Valour, 
Weibo, Xianyu and Quanmin Karaoke. JD has also 
explored new ways in which entertainment marketing 
can seize Generation Z, such as H5 games, setting up 
scenes, interactive topics, live shows, guided shopping 
videos and endorsement by public figures.

(translated by Xiao Jianpeng)

Online platforms adjust strategy 
catered to the needs of the generation Z
电商针对Z世代需求调整营销策略 


